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ABSTRACT Data offloading to Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) servers is an attractive choice for
resource-constrained Internet of Things (IoT) devices, towards reducing their computational effort. In this
paper, we investigate the potential of partial data offloading to MEC servers, under the perspective of users’
cognitive IoT devices presenting loss averse and gain seeking behavior. Due to the sharing nature of the
access environment and the MEC server’s computational characteristics, we treat the MEC server option as a
common pool of resources with uncertain payoff returned to the users, while the local computation capability
is treated as a safe option for each user. Following the properties of Prospect Theory, users’ prospect-theoretic
utilities are formulated exploiting the local computing and offloading overhead options under probabilistic
uncertainty. Such a modeling allows for the infusion of human awareness, inherent cognitive biases and
behavioral characteristics into the devices’ operation, their data offloading decisions and the edge computing
environment that the devices are interactingwith. Accordingly, each user’s optimal offloaded data to theMEC
server is obtained as the outcome of a non-cooperative game, with users attempting to maximize their own
utilities. The existence and uniqueness of a Pure Nash Equilibrium (PNE) are proven under the probabilistic
nature of the respective payoff functions, while a distributed algorithm that convergences to the PNE is
designed. Numerical results are provided that demonstrate the operation and superiority of the proposed
framework under different IoT scenarios and behaviors, considering both homogeneous and heterogeneous
users.

INDEX TERMS Intelligent data offloading, mobile edge computing, Internet of Things, risk-based behavior
modeling, cognitive decision making, probabilistic uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION
The rise of Internet of Things (IoT) has provided great ben-
efits to people by creating a system of interrelated comput-
ing, sensing, and communication devices that facilitates and
improves humans’ every-day life. IoT is foreseen to reach 500
billion devices that are connected to the Internet by 2030 [1],
while the global mobile traffic is expected to increase sev-
enfold by 2021 [2]. Till recently, to satisfy the compu-
tation and storage requirements of IoT, cloud computing
has served as the most important computing infrastructure.
However, with the explosion of the number of devices in IoT
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and the large volume of the generated data, cloud computing
has been proven inadequate to efficiently handle the corre-
sponding loads, while meeting the user requirements in terms
of delay/latency and energy efficiency. Therefore, edge com-
puting - representing the practice of processing data near the
edge of the network [3], [4]- is gaining significant momentum
as complementary computing paradigm that overcomes the
aforementioned challenges.

In particular, Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) is becoming
a key flexible and cost-effective mechanism that enables the
mobile devices to offload their computation tasks to servers
residing at the ‘‘edge’’ of the radio access networks [5], [6].
MEC reduces the computational effort of the devices, which
are usually characterized by limited memory, computational
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capability, and battery life. Given that the MEC allows the
devices to offload their computation tasks to a MEC server
typically through the wireless access network, both the com-
putation and communication challenges should be jointly
studied [7]. It is noted that in the recent literature [5] the term
data offloading has been used interchangeably with compu-
tation offloading. Indeed, a computation task is considered to
consist of a set of data that the user needs to process and part
(or all) of them are offloaded to the MEC server. In the rest
of this paper, following this trend, and for simplicity, mainly
the term of data offloading is adopted.

In parallel, a key observation is that computing systems
have evolved over the years from imperative computing,
to autonomic computing, and to cognitive computing [8].
Initially autonomic computing aims at automatically adapting
the system behaviors based on its context changes, while
cognitive computing introduces intelligent systems capable
of perceiving, learning and thinking as close as possible
to human patterns. This vision along with the proliferation
of Internet of Things (IoT) has driven and motivated the
Cognitive IoT. Our current work is well aligned with this
development and evolution, by properly considering the infu-
sion of human awareness and behavioral characteristics into
the devices, their data offloading decisions, and the edge
computing environment that the devices are interacting with.

Furthermore, data offloading can be in general classified
into three categories, namely: (a) always offload; (b) all or
nothing offloading, where either the entire data is offloaded
or the entire data is processed locally, with the offload-
ing decision typically to depend on energy thresholds; and
(c) partial offloading, where some parts are offloaded with the
remaining to be executed locally. Our research work focuses
on the latter category, as it offers the greatest flexibility and
potential for intelligence and optimization, based on both
communication and computation environment awareness.

Specifically, in this paper, given that edge computing tends
to introduce certain communication and computation prob-
abilistic uncertainties due to its shared nature, the focus is
placed on the problem of efficient resource management and
intelligent (partial) data offloading approaches in edge com-
puting for the Internet of Things. A key novel characteristic
of our work, is that the overall resource management and
offloading decision making process, is performed under the
adoption and consideration of a realistic cognitive behavioral
paradigm for the involved IoT entities. The latter is driven by
and reflects the risk-based behavioral patterns and reactions
of the humans they aim to serve, a recently emerged trend and
ambition [9].

A. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION
Centralized and distributed approaches have been proposed
in the recent literature to jointly consider the computation and
communication limitations in the MEC environment within
IoT era [10]. Mao et al. [11] proposed a centralized joint
radio and computational resource management scheme for
multi-user MEC systems to minimize the long-term average

weighted total devices’ and MEC server’s power consump-
tion. Also, they have examined a stochastic model of devices’
computation task requests, targeting at minimizing the overall
power consumption in the system and examining the tradeoff
between the devices’ power consumption and the computing
tasks’ execution delay [12]. Muñoz et al. [13] proposed to
minimize the affordable latency in executing an application
in a femto-cloud computing environment by exploiting the
trade-off between energy consumption and latency. In [14]
and [15], the authors consider orthogonal frequency divi-
sion multiple access (communication aspect) and devices’
workload offloading priorities (computing aspect) aiming at
minimizing the weighted sum devices’ energy consumption,
under the constraint of computation latency. In [16], [17],
the authors aim at minimizing only the system’s energy con-
sumption in a single MEC server environment, thus conclud-
ing to energy-efficient data offloading via jointly examining
the computation offloading and the radio resource allocation
for all the devices in an IoT-based network. Want et al. [18]
study the joint allocation of computation and communication
resources under two different perspectives, i.e., jointly mini-
mizing the devices’ energy consumption and the latency of
application execution. Guo et al. [19] introduce an energy
efficient dynamic offloading and resource scheduling policy
to decrease the devices’ energy consumption and shorten the
computation task completion time. A holistic approach is
considered in [20] to minimize the overall cost of energy,
computation and delay for the devices, while jointly opti-
mizing their offloading decisions and the allocation of the
computation and communication resources.

On the other hand, distributed resource management
approaches have been proposed to support the devices’
autonomous behaviour and reduce the devices’ and MEC
server’s signaling overhead. The recently emerged worlds of
networked human-driven devices, e.g., smartphones, and net-
worked things, e.g., networked appliances and sensors, have
already started to be treated in a unified manner. The mobile
devices and relevant software are at a large extent designed
to reflect the wishes and decision-making of the users they
serve. Thus, the human factor (i.e., intelligence, personal-
ity, behavior and social structures) has strongly shaped the
requirements and capabilities of the IoT devices, while infus-
ing to them a certain level of ability to recognize, perceive and
exhibit behavioral patterns [9]. Therefore, the autonomous
and distributed decision-making of the IoT devices in the
MEC IoT environment is of utmost importance.

Specifically, Chen [21] studied the decentralized computa-
tion offloading decision-making problem among the devices
in aMEC environment and formulated a distributed computa-
tion offloading game among them to decide if the computing
task will be performed locally or at the MEC server. This
work has been extended in [7] for a multi-channel wireless
communication environment. In [22], the decision-making
problem of either offloading the devices’ computation tasks
to multiple MEC servers or performing the computation
locally has been formulated as a non-cooperative game
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among the devices and a Nash equilibrium is determined.
In [23] and [24], novel incentive-based approaches have been
proposed to improve the offloading efficiency via introducing
pricing policies to encourage the fair and high quality MEC
services’ sharing by the devices. The problem of determining
the number ofMEC servers to maximize the devices’ utilities,
which are expressed through their Quality of Service (QoS)
prerequisites is studied in [25] adopting the minority games.

Moreover, the authors in [26] define a computation task
offloading problem, aiming to determine which components
of the user’s computation task should be offloaded to the
mobile cloud computing provider in order to minimize the
execution cost. The latter is assumed to consist of the local
computing cost on the user’s device, the uploading cost from
the user to the cloud, and the downloading cost from the
cloud to the user’s device. In [27], a constrained optimization
problem is formulated to determine the users’ optimal data
offloading while considering the latency and reliability con-
straints in an ultra-reliable and low latency communication
network, and is solved based on the Lyapunov stochastic
optimization approach. In [28], the authors introduce a math-
ematical model to capture the computation offloading cost,
i.e., the time and energy consumption, in a mobile cloud
computing environment, which is further reduced in [29] by
using a framework for instruction translation and offloading,
while considering multimedia-based applications.

The aforementioned approaches, either centralized or dis-
tributed, assume that the users and their corresponding IoT
devices have a risk-neutral behavior, acting as neutral max-
imizers that aim to maximize their payoff from the joint
allocation of the communication and computation resources.
However, in real life, the individuals and the IoT devices that
present cognitive behavior mimicking their owners’ behav-
ioral patterns, tend to exhibit risk-seeking or loss-aversion
behavior under uncertainty, which is a key property of the
MEC environment. Therefore, a first key step towards prop-
erly realizing the vision of Cognitive IoT encompasses the
infusion of more human awareness into the devices and
environments we interact with. While computers are not yet
capable of general human-like thought, they can now perform
some of the same underlying functions that humans perceive
in their decision making process. Towards identifying and
rigorously studying cognitive biases with this emerging era,
it has been argued [30] that a simple version of expected
utility theory does not properly describe human behavior.
Instead, Prospect Theory [31] has emerged as a realistic
model of how people make decisions, by successfully mod-
eling and considering many of their standard biases [32].

B. CONTRIBUTIONS AND OUTLINE
In order to fill the aforementioned research gap, in this paper
we exploit Prospect Theory [31] to capture users’ realistic
choices in terms of loss aversion and gain seeking char-
acteristics within the MEC environment, when they make
decisions about data offloading. Such a consideration allows
us to overcome the drawbacks associated with the majority of

the relevant research efforts that have considered risk-neutral
users and classical utility maximization approaches.

The use of Prospect Theory in our work is well motivated
and supported by the observations that MEC IoT environ-
ment presents a competitive resource-constrained environ-
ment, where the users aremaking decisions under uncertainty,
which stems from the partial available information and the
competition to share the limited resources. The individual
entities of a system, i.e., cognitive IoT devices, make dis-
tributed and autonomous decisions under risk and uncertainty
of the associated payoff of their decisions, which is deter-
mined in a probabilistic manner, while they may demonstrate
systematic deviations from the expected utility theory, where
all the individuals are assumed as risk neutral with respect
to their choices. Prospect Theory has already been applied
in various applications, including cyber-physical social sys-
tems [33], dynamic resource management in 5G wireless
networks [34], [35], UAV-assisted communications in pub-
lic safety networks [36], [37], and anti-jamming commu-
nications in cognitive radio networks [38]. To the best of
our knowledge, the proposed framework constitutes the first
effort towards modeling and realizing the user risk-based
data offloading behavior and decision making, in a MEC
IoT environment under uncertainty, thus offering a holistic,
cognitive and risk-aware approach.

The main contributions of our work that differentiate it
from the rest of the literature are summarized below:
1. The total overhead, in terms of time delay and energy

consumption regarding the local computing and offload-
ing choices, is introduced (Section II-A) and exploited to
define the devices’ actual utility functions (Section II-B).

2. The cognitive-enabled devices decide under risk the com-
putation load to be offloaded to the MEC server, given
the computation and communication uncertainty due to
the MEC server environment shared nature, in terms
of computation competition and access interference.
In that respect, the devices’ decision-making is influenced
and shaped by the key prospect-theoretic characteristics
(Section III-A). The choice of locally performing the
computation tasks is considered as a ‘‘safe’’ option offer-
ing predictable performance and satisfaction, while the
MEC server is treated as a common pool of resources
(CPR), providing an uncertain payoff to the devices
(Section III-B).

3. Devices’ prospect-theoretic utility functions are prop-
erly formulated by considering their actual utilities,
their computation tasks, atheir cognition biases and their
reflection to gains and losses in the MEC environment
(Section III-C). The problem of each device determining
in an autonomous manner the portion of computation
task that will be performed at the MEC server (CPR),
has been formulated as an optimization problem of each
device’s expected prospect-theoretic utility, and treated as
a non-cooperative game among the devices (Section IV).

4. The non-cooperative game is solved in a distributed man-
ner and the existence and uniqueness of a pure Nash
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equilibrium (PNE) is shown (Section IV-B). It is noted
that this goal becomes challenging due to the probabilistic
nature of the payoff function, which differentiates the
solution of our problem compared to the vast majority of
the literature on non-cooperative games. A distributed and
low-complexity algorithm that converges to the PNE is
also introduced (Section IV-C).

5. A series of experiments are performed to evaluate the
performance and the inherent attributes of the proposed
device-centric risk-based data offloading decision-making
framework (Section V). A comparative study demon-
strates its superiority and benefits, in terms of user sat-
isfaction and proper system operation. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper, and highlights some interesting open
issues of high research and practical importance.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. COMPUTATION AND COMMUNICATION MODEL
A set of ℵ = {1, . . . , i, . . . ,N } collocated devices is consid-
ered, where each device i ∈ ℵ has a computational intensive
task Ti to be completed. Furthermore, we consider the uplink
of a wireless network, consisting of a base station (BS) acting
as a MEC server, with an upper bounded computation capa-
bility for task execution. We consider a quasi-static scenario,
where the set of devices remains unchanged during a compu-
tation offloading period.

Data partitioned oriented applications are considered
where each device i ∈ ℵ has a computation task Ti = (Ii,Ci),
where Ii andCi denote the computation input bits and the total
number of CPU cycles required to accomplish the computa-
tion task Ti, respectively. We consider Ci = λi ∗ Ii, where the
parameter λi (λi > 0) expresses the computational complex-
ity of the task requested by the device i, i ∈ ℵ and its value
depends on the nature of the application, e.g., a higher λi
expresses a more computation intensive task. We assume that
each computation task Ti, can be arbitrarily partitioned into
subsets of any size, so each device can offload an amount of
data bi ∈ [0, Ii] to the MEC server and keep the rest for local
computing. We have bi = 0, if user i ∈ ℵ decides to compute
its whole task locally. We consider a typical interference
limited communication environment, where the MEC server
is the receiver of the users’ transmitted data and each user
experiences the interference imposed by the transmissions of
the rest of the users in the examined MEC IoT environment.
Given the decision profile b = [b1, b2, . . . , bN ] of all users,
the uplink data rate for the computation offloading of device
i is [39]:

Ri = W ∗ log2(1+
Pi ∗ Gi

σ 2 +
∑N

j=1,bj 6=0,j6=i Pj ∗ Gj
) (1)

where W denotes the system’s bandwidth, Pi the user’s
i transmission power, Gi the channel gain between the
device i and the BS, and σ 2 is the background noise.
An overview of the overall prospect-theoretic data offload-
ing in a mobile edge computing cognitive-enabled IoT

environment is depicted in Fig. 1. Also, a summary of the
key notation adopted in this paper is presented in Table 1.

FIGURE 1. Prospect-theoretic data offloading in mobile edge computing.

TABLE 1. Summary of key notations.

1) Offloading Overhead: A user i offloads bi ∈ [0, Ii]
amount of data to the MEC server, where the latter executes
this part of the task Ti on behalf of the user. The user i
has a total offloading overhead consisting of the following
terms: a) the energy consumption to transmit the data bi,
b) the transmission time and c) the execution time of the
computation task at theMEC server. The energy consumption
overhead Of ,ei is determined by the consumed energy during
the transmission of the data bi to the MEC server as follows:
Of ,ei =

bi∗Pi
Ri

. The transmission time overhead Of ,tri is given

as: Of ,tri =
bi
Ri
. Similarly, the execution time of the offloaded
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data bi depends on the computing resources (rate of return)
F fi that the MEC server devotes to the computation task of
user i, as follows: Of ,ti =

λi∗bi
F fi

. More details about F fi are

provided in Section II-B.
Therefore, the total offloading overhead for user i, i ∈ ℵ

to offload bi data can be obtained as follows:

Ofi (b) = wei ∗ O
f ,e
i + w

t
i ∗ (O

f ,tr
i + O

f ,t
i ) (2)

where wti , w
e
i ∈ [0, 1],wti+w

e
i = 1, denote the weights of the

time delay and energy consumption overheads, respectively,
that can be tuned by each user according to different priorities
and considerations, e.g., low battery consideration (wei > wti )
or delay sensitive application (wti > wei ). It is noted that the
normalization of the energy consumption and the time delay
overhead is appropriately taken into account in the weightswei
and wti , so as both contributions to be treated fairly in terms
of their order of magnitude and impact.

2) Local Computing Overhead: A user i executes (Ii − bi)
amount of data of its computation task Ti locally on its device.
In this case, the user i has a total local computing overhead
consisting of the following terms: a) the local execution time
overhead and b) the local energy consumption overhead. The
local execution time overhead is given as: Ol,ti =

λi∗(Ii−bi)
F li

,
where λi∗(Ii−bi) is the number of cycles required for the local
computation, and F li denotes the local computation capability
(CPU cycles per second) of user i. Similarly, the local energy
consumption overhead of the user i, is given as: Ol,ei = fi ∗
λi ∗ (Ii−bi), where fi ∈ R+ denotes the consumed energy per
CPU cycle. Therefore, the total local computing overhead of
the user i is given as follows:

Oli(bi) = wti ∗ O
l,t
i + w

e
i ∗ O

l,e
i (3)

Taking into account that a user may offload part of its com-
putation task to the MEC server, based on Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 its
total experienced overhead is:

Oi(b) = Oli(bi)+ O
f
i (b) (4)

It is highlighted that in Eq. 4 we consider the total overhead
that a device experiences by executing part of its computation
tasks locally and at the MEC server, as if the two parts are
not executed in parallel. If the two parts of the computation
task were executed in parallel, we could consider the largest
term instead, i.e., max(Of ,tri + Of ,ti ,O

l,t
i ), as the time delay

overhead. Thus, Eq. 4 could be written as Oi(b) = wti ∗
max(Of ,tri + Of ,ti ,O

l,t
i ) + wei ∗ (O

f ,e
i + Ol,ei ) and would not

affect the structure of the rest analysis in the paper, which
would remain valid.

B. DEVICE’s ACTUAL UTILITY
In this section, the users’ actual utilities expressing their
satisfaction from executing part of their computation task at
the MEC server (CPR) and the rest locally at the device, are
formulated. The exploitation of the MEC server’s computa-
tion capabilities via offloading part of the user’s computation
task to the server provides a corresponding satisfaction to the

user, which depends on server’s workload. This satisfaction
is captured by the rate of return function F fi , which is person-
alized based on each device’s task’s computational complex-
ity λi, and decreases as the total computation offloading by
all devices increases due to the upper bounded computation
capacity of the MEC server. Specifically, the MEC server
provides its computation capabilities to the users in a fair and
proportional manner. Thus, the devices whose computation
tasks are characterized by higher computational complexity,
i.e., λi, experience an improved rate of return as the MEC
server managed to fulfill their demanding computation tasks.
The rate of return function for each device i, i ∈ ℵ is
formulated as:

F fi (bT ) =
λi∑N

j=1,bj 6=0 λj
∗ d(bT ) (5)

where bT =
∑N

j=1 bj is the total amount of offloaded data
by all the devices to the MEC server and d(bT ) is the pro-
duction function of the MEC server expressing its computing
performance with respect to the total data offloading. The
production function is formulated as follows:

d(bT ) =

 (1−
bT
bth

) ∗ FMEC if bT ≤ bth

0 otherwise
(6)

where FMEC [CPU Cycles/sec] denotes the MEC server’s
upper bound computation capability, that is shared among the
different offloaded tasks. The parameter bth denotes the MEC
server’s received bytes threshold value, where if bT ≥ bth
the MEC server is considered unable to execute the offloaded
tasks into a specific duration of time, thus it ‘‘fails’’. This
concept is well-known in the literature as the ‘‘Tragedy of
the Commons’’ [40]. As a result, in this case, it is more
beneficial for the device i ∈ ℵ to execute its whole task
Ti locally. The consideration of including the MEC server’s
received bytes threshold value in our analysis captures the
operation of a realistic MEC system, where if theMEC server
was overwhelmed with data to process, then it would become
over-exploited concluding to increased delays. In that case,
the computing services offered by the MEC server to the
devices become unsatisfactory and of no value to them.
Proposition 1: The production function d(bT ), and each

device’s i ∈ ℵ rate of return function F fi (bT ), are strictly
decreasing with respect to the total offloaded data bT .

The above proposition holds true in our environment, given
that if the MEC server becomes overloaded, the device’s
choice of offloading part of its task to the MEC server
becomes less beneficial as the user suffers the burden of long
computation time delays stemming from the over-exploited
MEC server. In the following analysis, without loss of gen-
erality and for simplicity in the presentation, we consider
wti = wei = 1/2,∀i ∈ ℵ, thus, each device has equal
sensitivity to the time delay and the energy consumption
overhead. Each device is associated with an actual utility
function formulated as a linear combination of the overhead
experienced by executing a part of its computation task to the
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MEC server and the rest part locally. Thus, the device’s actual
utility can be formulated via combining Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, as
follows:

zi(b) = bi ∗ (
λi

F fi
+
Pi + 1
Ri

)+ λi ∗ (Ii − bi) ∗ (
1

F li
+ fi) (7)

III. THE PROSPECT OF DATA OFFLOADING
A. PARTIAL OFFLOADING UNDER PROSPECT THEORY
In real mobile applications, users do not always adopt
risk-neutral behavior, instead they tend to demonstrate dif-
ferent actions under losses or gains with respect to their
actual utility. Towards capturing the device-centric risk-based
decision-making in the MEC environment, the Prospect
Theory is adopted [31]. Following this behavioral model,
individuals make decisions under risk and uncertainty of
the associated payoff of their choices, which is estimated
with some probability. Therefore, the users’ actual utility as
expressed in Eq. 7, is evaluated with respect to a reference
point (reference dependence property) [41]. This reference
point is considered as the zero point (i.e., ground truth) of
the users’ actual utility. Given the reference point and users’
offloaded data, they determine their prospect-theoretic proba-
bilistic payoff. In our work, we consider as the reference point
of each user the corresponding experienced overhead, if the
whole task was locally executed.

Users’ prospect-theoretic utility function is a concave func-
tion with respect to the user’s actual perceived utility above
the reference point, a convex function below it, and has a
greater slope in losses compared to the gains (loss aver-
sion property), as presented in Fig.2. This formulation is
well-aligned with the observation that the users weigh more
the losses compared to the gains of the same amount of over-
head in terms of dissatisfaction and satisfaction, respectively
(diminishing sensitivity property).

FIGURE 2. Prospect theoretic utility.

B. MEC: A COMMON POOL OF RESOURCES
In the MEC environment under consideration, the MEC
server is considered as a Common Pool of Resources (CPR),
since it is: a) non-excludable, in the sense that all the users
have access to arbitrarily offload their computation tasks to
the server, and b) rivalrous and subtractable for the users,
as the reservation of computation capabilities by one user
from theMEC server, reduces the ability of reserving compu-
tation cycles by another [40]. Each user’s goal is to determine

in an autonomous manner the offloaded data bi to the CPR
with some uncertainty in the expected obtained outcome,
while maintaining its remaining amount of data (Ii − bi)
locally to be executed at the device, which is a ‘‘safe’’ com-
putation resource in terms of a priori knowing the total local
overhead, so as to minimize its overall perceived overhead.
The probability of failure of theMEC server (CPR) is denoted
by p(bT ).
Proposition 2: TheMEC server (CPR) is characterized by

the following properties.
1) The probability of failure p(bT ) is strictly increas-

ing, convex and twice continuously differentiable with
respect to bT ∈ [0, bth), with p(bT ) = 1,∀bT ≥ bth.

2) User’s i strategy set of offloading an amount of data to
the MEC server is Si = [0,min(Ii, bth)],∀i ∈ ℵ.

It is noted that the corresponding probability of failure
p(bT ) being strictly increasing with respect to bT , allows to
properly capture the reliability characteristics of the MEC
server. Some examples of the MEC server’s probability of
failure are the logarithmic, the linear, or the exponential func-
tion with respect to bT . The choice of an appropriate func-
tion form could be based on various operational factors and
characteristics (e.g., the MEC server’s robustness to failure,
non-linear server’s behavior to traffic loads and computing
utilization, etc.), and assuming that satisfies the properties in
Proposition 2, it does not harm the validity of our analysis.
In this paper, without loss of generality and for demonstration
purposes only, we consider a linear probability of failure
function given as follows: p(bT ) =

bT
bth

. It is highlighted that
in the case of an underloaded MEC server, the probability of
failure function will return small values, thus, concluding to
better experience and satisfaction for the user that offloads its
computation tasks to the MEC server.

C. PROSPECT-THEORETIC UTILITY
Based on the Prospect Theory, the prospect-theoretic utility
of a user is defined as follows [42]:

ui(zi) =

{
(zi,0 − zi)αi if zi ≤ zi,0
−ki ∗ (zi − zi,0)γi if zi > zi,0

(8)

where zi is the user’s i, i ∈ ℵ actual utility as defined
in Eq. 7 and zi,0 denotes the reference point of user’s
prospect-theoretic utility. Each user’s reference point zi,0 is
defined as the actual utility that it experiences by executing
its whole task Ti locally at the device.

zi,0 = zi|bi=0 = λi ∗ Ii ∗ (
1

F li
+ fi) (9)

As stated earlier, we have omitted the weight wti = wei = 1/2
for simplicity in the presentation. Each device’s i, i ∈ ℵ
parameters αi, γi ∈ (0, 1] express the user’s sensitivity to the
gains and losses of its actual utility zi, respectively. The risk
seeking behavior of a user in losses and its risk averse behav-
ior in gains is reflected by small values of parameter αi in its
prospect-theoretic utility ui. The small values of parameter γi
imply higher decrease of user’s prospect-theoretic utility for
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small values of zi and close to the reference point zi,0. In this
paper, we consider that the users follow analogous behaviour
in losses and gains, thus αi = γi. Furthermore, the param-
eter ki, ki ∈ [0,∞] reflects the impact of losses compared
to the gains in users’ prospect-theoretic utility. Specifically,
if ki > 1, the user i weighs the losses more than the gains,
thus it illustrates a loss averse behaviour as it is resistant
to lose part of its actual utility zi. The exact opposite holds
true, when 0 ≤ ki ≤ 1, in which case the user weighs
the gains more or equal than the losses, thus presenting an
aggressive gain seeking behavior. Please note that the use of
different parameters αi, ki for various users allows taking into
account with high granularity all the different characteristics
of every user. If a homogeneous population was assumed then
we would consider αi = α and ki = k for each user i, i ∈ ℵ.

If the MEC server (CPR) does not fail due to the
over-offloading of users’ data, then each user perceives an
actual utility given by the Eq. 7. In this case, the actual
perceived utility (overhead) is lower than the reference point
zi,0, i.e, zi ≤ zi,0, as at the reference point the user i executes
its whole task Ti locally. Therefore, via subtracting the actual
utility zi (Eq. 7) from the reference point zi,0 (Eq. 9) and shap-
ing the result according to the first branch of Eq. 8, we have
ui(zi) = [bi(

λi
F li
+λifi−

Pi+1
Ri
−

λi

F fi
)]αi . On the other hand, if the

MEC server becomes overloaded and fails to serve the users’
offloaded computation tasks, the users’ overhead is given by
Eq. 7 with bi = 0, as the users have to execute their whole
tasks locally, though they experienced the energy consump-
tion and transmission time overhead from offloading bi data
to theMEC server, before the stage of failure is reached. Thus,
user’s actual utility is zi = zi,0 +

bi
Ri
+

bi
Ri
Pi and is greater

than the reference point zi,0. Therefore, by subtracting the
reference point from user’s actual utility, the second branch
of Eq. 8 can be written as ui(zi) = −ki(bi

Pi+1
Ri

)αi .
Following the aforementioned argumentation we can read-

ily rewrite the user’s prospect-theoretic utility (Eq.8) as
follows:

ui(zi)=


[bi(

λi

F li
+λifi−

Pi + 1
Ri
−

λi

F fi (bT )
)]αi if zi ≤ zi,0

−ki(bi
Pi + 1
Ri

)αi if zi > zi,0

(10)

Moreover, for notational convenience we define di(bT )
1
=

( λi
F li
+ λifi −

Pi+1
Ri
−

λi

F fi (bT )
)αi > 0 assuming that the server

has not failed and εi
1
= (Pi+1Ri

)αi , and therefore Eq. 10 can be
written as:

ui(zi) =

{
bαii di(bT ) if zi ≤ zi,0
−kiεib

αi
i if zi > zi,0

(11)

The MEC server’s failure to serve the users depends on the
total offloaded data by all of them. Given that the probability
of the MEC server’s failure is p(bT ), the probability that
the server survives and executes the offloaded computation

tasks is accordingly (1− p(bT )). As a result, considering the
probability of MEC server’s failure, Eq. 11 can be written
equivalently as follows:

ui(zi) =

{
bαii di(bT ), with prob. 1− p(bT )
−kiεib

αi
i , with prob. p(bT )

(12)

Each user’s expected prospect-theoretic utility based on
all users’ offloaded data b = [b1, b2, . . . , bN ] is given as
follows.

E(ui) = bαii d i(bT )(1− p(bT ))− (kiεib
αi
i )p(bT )

= bαii [d i(bT )(1− p(bT ))− kiεip(bT )]
1
= bαii gi(bT ) (13)

where gi(bT ) = d i(bT )(1−p(bT ))−kiεip(bT ) is the effective
rate of return of the MEC server for the user i, i ∈ ℵ.

IV. OPTIMIZING DEVICES’ OVERHEAD
A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The goal of each device is to minimize its perceived overhead
from its computation task’s execution via sophisticatedly and
selfishly offloading part of the task to the MEC server. This
problem can be formulated as a maximization problem of
each user’s prospect-theoretic utility function, as follows:

max
bi∈Si

E(ui) = bαii gi(bT ) (14)

In the modeling considered in this work, the latency and
energy factors have been directly considered as part of the
corresponding overheads, computed for both offloading and
local computing cases (i.e., Eq. 2 and Eq. 4), while their
combined optimization is treated and achieved through the
solution of the optimization problem in Eq. 14. Following
the vision of ultra-reliable low latency communications and
respecting the energy limitations of the IoT devises, as part of
the emerging Tactile Internet [43], this problem could be fur-
ther extended by considering hard constraints on the required
latency of the computation task and the energy availability
of the devices. Accordingly, these constraints are expected
to reduce the users’ strategy space and the corresponding
feasible solution space.

The above maximization problem can be confronted as a
non-cooperative game among the users who act as players
making the optimal decisions about themselves in a selfish
and distributed manner. Let G = [ℵ, {Si}, {E(ui)}] denote
the non-cooperative game among the N users, where each
user’s strategy space is Si = [0,min(Ii, bth)] and its pay-
off is its expected prospect-theoretic utility function E(ui).
Towards solving the non-cooperative game, the concept of
Nash equilibrium is adopted. The Nash equilibrium (NE) of
the non-cooperative game G is the vector of users’ amount
of offloaded data b∗ = [b∗1, . . . , b

∗
i , . . . , b

∗
N ], where no user

has the incentive to change its own strategy (i.e., amount of
offloaded data) given the strategies of the rest of the users.
Let b∗

−i = [b∗1, . . . , b
∗

i−1, b
∗

i+1, . . . , b
∗
N ] denote the vector of

offloaded data of all users except user i at the NE point.
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Definition 1: The offloaded data vector to the MEC server
b∗ = [b∗1, . . . , b

∗
i , . . . , b

∗
N ] ∈ S, S = S1 × · · · × SN is a

Pure Nash Equilibrium (PNE) point of the non-cooperative
game G = [ℵ, {Si}, {E(ui)}], if ∀i ∈ ℵ it holds true that
E(ui(b∗i ,b

∗

−i)) ≥ E(ui(bi,b∗−i)), ∀bi ∈ Si.
It is noted that a Prospect Theory based game-theoretic

approach is adopted to treat the aforementioned problem,
instead of other approaches, due to its distributed and
computationally efficient nature, while properly capturing
the users’ behavioral characteristics. The sequential best
response dynamics mechanism is adopted to determine the
game’s PNE, which as also confirmed later in the paper,
converges fast to it and in a scalable manner, due to its best
response nature, in contrast for example to other learning
based techniques, which need large exploration and exploita-
tion time to determine a stable solution. In addition, in several
cases a large amount of reliable data and extensive timewould
be required for the proper training of of a supervised learning
based approach, for instance. However, a machine learn-
ing (ML) based approach (and in particular reinforcement
leaning) could further complement the proposed framework
and support the applicability of a best response determining
process, in terms of treating potential incompleteness of the
available information under uncertain environments, such as
the communication and computing environment.

B. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF PNE
Let us denote the best response strategy Bi(b−i) : S−i ⇒ Si
of user i, as follows:

Bi(b−i) = argmax
bi∈Si

E(ui(bi,b−i)),b−i ∈ S−i (15)

where b−i = [b1, . . . , bi−1, bi+1, . . . , bN ] is the data vector
of all users excluding user i, and S−i = S1 × · · · × Si−1 ×
Si+1 × · · · × SN the corresponding mixed strategy.
Theorem 1: For each user i, i ∈ ℵ, its best response strat-

egy exists and it is single-valued, such that b∗i = Bi(b−i) =
argmax
bi∈Si

E(ui(bi,b−i)).

We adopt the notation b−i =
∑N

j=1,j6=i bj to depict the
total offloaded data of all users except user i, i ∈ ℵ. In order
to prove the above theorem, we first present Berge’s Theo-
rem [44] and then we prove the following Lemmas 1 - 3.
Theorem 2: Let 2 and X be two metric spaces, and 0 :

2 ⇒ X a compact valued correspondence. Let the function
8 : X×2→ R be jointly continuous in X and2. We define:
1) σ (θ ) := argmax

x∈0(θ )
8(x, θ)

2) 8∗(θ ) := max
x∈0(θ )

8(x, θ),∀θ ∈ 2

If 0 is continuous at θ ∈ 2, then
1) σ : 2 ⇒ X is compact-valued, upper hemicontinuous

and closed at θ
2) 8∗ : 2→ R is continuous at θ
Lemma 1: For each user i, i ∈ ℵ the following hold true:
1) b∗i = 0 if and only if b−i ≥ bi, where a value bi ∈ [0, bth]

exists.

2) b∗i > 0 and b∗i + b−i < bi, if b−i < bi and there exists
an interval Ai ⊂ [0, bi) such that gi(bi) = 0.
Proof: Initially, we clarify that the user’s i, i ∈ ℵ best

response strategy b∗i can either be zero, i.e., Bi(b−i) = b∗i =
0 or a positive value, i.e., Bi(b−i) = b∗i ∈ Si, and the best
response value can never be equal to bth, i.e., b∗i = bth as in
this case p(bth) = 1, thus the MEC server (CPR) fails and
the user’s expected prospect-theoretic utility is negative. The
first order derivative of the effective rate of return of theMEC
server for the user i, i ∈ ℵ is given as follows:

∂gi(bT )
∂bT

=
∂d i(bT )
∂bT

(1− p(bT ))−
∂p(bT )
∂bT

(d i(bT )+ kiεi)

(16)

It is obvious that ∂p(bT )
∂bT

> 0, as the probability of failure,
i.e., p(bT ) is strictly increasing with respect to bT . Also (1−
p(bT )) > 0. Moreover, ∂d i(bT )

∂bT
< 0, since the d i(bT ) is strictly

decreasing with respect to bT based on Proposition 1. Thus,
gi(bT ) is strictly decreasing with respect to bT .
CASE A: If gi(0) ≤ 0, then gi(bi) ≤ 0,∀bi ∈ Si and

E(ui) ≤ 0. So, in this case the only best response for the user i
is the zero value, i.e., Bi(b−i) = b∗i = 0. As a result, bi = 0
and the interval Ai is not defined.

CASE B: If gi(0) > 0, then since gi(bth) = −kiεi < 0,
we know that ∃bi ∈ [0, bth] such that gi(bi) = 0 based on
the Intermediate Value Theorem [45]. As a result, if b−i ≥
bi then Bi(b−i) = 0, as ∀bi 6= 0, it holds true that gi(bi +
bi) < 0 due to the fact that gi(·) is strictly decreasing, thus
E(ui(bi,b−i)) < 0. On the other hand, if b−i < bi then gi(bi+
b−i) > 0,∀bi ∈ (0, bi − b−i). So, in this case ∃bi : gi(bi +
b−i) > 0, thus, the zero value cannot be the best response for
the user i, i ∈ ℵ, if and only if b−i ∈ [0, bi). Also, because
of the positive value of the expected prospect-theoretic utility
at the best response, i.e., E(ui(b∗i ,b−i)) > 0 it is true that
b∗i + b−i ∈ (0, bi), and as a result the interval Ai exists and is
defined as Ai = (0, bi)
Lemma 2: For each mobile user i, i ∈ ℵ, its best response

b∗i is single-valued ∀b−i ∈ S−i
Proof: Based on Lemma 1, case A, we have shown that

the best response strategy is single-valued, i.e., Bi(b−i) =
0 if and only if there exists a value bi ∈ [0, bth] such
that b−i ≥ bi. Thus, in the following we examine the
case B as presented in Lemma 1, where we have already
shown that there exists at least one best response strategy,
i.e., Bi(b−i) > 0. Given that there exists at least one best
response strategy Bi(b−i), it should be one of the solutions of
the expected prospect-theoretic utility’s first order derivative,
as follows:

∂E(ui)
∂bi

= [baii
∂d i(bT )
∂bT

+ aib
ai−1
i d i(bT )](1− p(bT ))

− baii d i(bT )
∂p(bT )
∂bT

− kiεi[aib
ai−1
i p(bT )+ b

ai
i
∂p(bT )
∂bT

] (17)
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It is noted that ∂E(ui)
∂bi
=

∂E(ui)
∂bT

, since bT = bi + b−i. Also,

−baii d i(bT )
∂p(bT )
∂bT

< 0 and−ki[aib
ai−1
i p(bT )+b

ai
i
∂p(bT )
∂bT

] < 0.
Thus, to determine the root of Eq. 17, it should hold true:

[baii
∂d i(bT )
∂bT

+ aib
ai−1
i d i(bT )] > 0 (18)

Calculating the second derivative of E(ui) we have:

∂2E(ui)
∂b2i

= [baii
∂2d i(bT )

∂b2T
+ 2aib

ai−1
i

∂d i(bT )
∂bT

](1− p(bT ))

− 2bai−1i [bi
∂d i(bT )
∂bT

+ aid i(bT )]
∂p(bT )
∂bT

− baii d i(bT )
∂2p(bT )

∂b2T

− kiεi[2aib
ai−1
i

∂p(bT )
∂bT

+ baii
∂2p(bT )

∂b2T
]

+ ai(ai − 1)bai−2i [d i(bT )(1−p(bT ))−kiεip(bT )]

(19)

Specifically, due to the fact that bi satisfies (18),
∂2d i(bT )
∂b2T

< 0,

∂d i(bT )
∂bT

< 0, ∂p(bT )
∂bT

> 0 and ∂2p(bT )
∂b2T

= 0, it is true that
∂2E(ui)
∂b2i

< 0,∀bi ∈ (0, bi), thus E(ui) is strictly concave.

Moreover, given that d i(bT ) is concave decreasing,
the function from the inequality (18), i.e., baii

∂d i(bT )
∂bT

+

aib
ai−1
i d i(bT ), is decreasing with respect to bi. For small

values of bi, i.e., bi → 0 and b−i < bi it holds true that
baii

∂d i(bT )
∂bT
+ aib

ai−1
i d i(bT ) > 0. Defining C := sup{bi ∈ Si :

baii
∂d i(bT )
∂bT
+aib

ai−1
i d i(bT ) > 0}, inequality 18 holds true only

in the interval [0,C]. Thus, the expected prospect-theoretic
utility function has a unique maximum in [0,C].
Lemma 3: The best response strategy of the user i, i ∈ ℵ,

b∗i : S−i ⇒ Si is continuous for b−i ∈ S−i.
Proof: The b∗i : S−i ⇒ Si is mapped to σ and the

expected prospect-theoretic utility is mapped to the function
8 (see the notation in Theorem 2). We compute b∗i ∈ Si
and define the correspondence 0 : S−i ⇒ [0, 1] for any
joint strategies of users other than i. Therefore, 0 is compact
valued, and both upper and lower hemicontinuous. Hence,
b∗i is upper hemicontinuous from Theorem 2 and as it is
single-valued (Lemma 2), is continuous.

Based on Theorem 2 and Lemmas 1 - 3, we proved that
for each user i, its best-response strategy Bi(b−i) exists and is
single-valued and continuous. Thus, we proved Theorem 1.
Theorem 3: A pure Nash equilibrium b∗ = [b∗1, . . . , b

∗
N ]

of the non-cooperative game G = [ℵ, {Si}, {E(ui)}] exists.
Proof: The strategy set Si,∀i ∈ ℵ is a convex compact

subset of the Euclidean space and so is the joint strategy
space, S = S1 × · · · × SN ⊂ R|N |. By defining a mapping
T : S → S such that T (b1, . . . , bN ) = (b∗1, . . . , b

∗
N ),

from Lemma 2, T is single-valued and from Lemma 3 is
continuous. Brouwer’s fixed point theorem guarantees the
existence of a strategy profile s = {b∗i }i∈ℵ ∈ S that is invariant

under the best response mapping and therefore is a PNE
of G [44].

The best response b∗i of user i, i ∈ ℵ satisfies the equation
∂E(ui)
∂bi
|b∗i
= 0. Based on the latter condition and Eq. 13,

we define the function hi(bT ) =
−aigi(bT )
∂gi(bT )
∂bT

= bi which satisfies

hi(b∗i + b−i) = b∗i , when b
∗
i > 0.

Lemma 4: The function hi(bT ) is strictly decreasing with
respect to bT , bT ∈ Ai, where Ai is as defined in Lemma 1.

Proof: We have that d i(bT ) is decreasing, and that:

1
ai

∂hi(bT )
∂bT

= −

( ∂gi(bT )
∂bT

)2 − gi(bT )
∂2gi(bT )
∂b2T

( ∂gi(bT )
∂bT

)2
(20)

The numerator is equal to [ ∂d i(bT )
∂bT

(1 − p(bT ))]2 +

[ ∂p(bT )
∂bT

(d i(bT )+ kiεi)]2−gi(bT )ρ−2d i(bT )
∂p(bT )
∂bT

kiεi, which

is positive, and ρ = ∂2d i(bT )
∂b2T

(1 − p(bT )) − d i(bT )
∂2 p(bT )
∂b2T

−

kiεi
∂2 p(bT )
∂b2T

≤ 0. Thus, hi(bT ) is strictly decreasing.
Theorem 4: The pure Nash Equilibrium of the non-

cooperative game G = [ℵ, {Si}, {E(ui)}] is unique.
Proof: We use the notation b∗T to denote the total amount

of offloaded data at the PNE point of the game G. The proof
of Theorem 4 is based on the reduction to absurdity. Let us
suppose that we have two distinct PNE points, b∗T (1), b

∗

T (2).
Without loss of generality we assume that b∗T (2) > b∗T (1).

We define the set Sup 1
= {i ∈ ℵ : b∗T < bi}, thus it

includes every user with non zero amount of offloading data
to the MEC server. Thus, we have Sup2 ⊆ Sup1. We have
that

∑
j∈Sup1 hj(b

∗

T (1)) = b∗T (1),
∑

j∈Sup2 hj(b
∗

T (2)) = b∗T (2).
So,

∑
j∈Sup2 hj(b

∗

T (1)) +
∑

j∈Sup1\Sup2 hj(b
∗

T (1)) = b∗T (1) ⇒∑
j∈Sup2 hj(b

∗

T (1)) ≤ b∗T (1) < b∗T (2) =
∑

j∈Sup2 hj(b
∗

T (2)).
However, hi(bT ) is decreasing, so hi(b∗T (1)) > hi(b∗T (2)),∀j ∈
Sup2, which is contradiction. So, b∗T (1) = b∗T (2).

C. ALGORITHM - CONVERGENCE TO PNE
A direct consequence of Lemma 4, is that the best response
strategy of a user is decreasing in the total amount of offload-
ing data. As a result, G belongs to the class of best-response
potential games, thus, the sequential best response dynamics
converge to the PNE of the game G [46]. From Theorem 4
and Lemma 2, we conclude that each user’s i best response
is unique. Specifically, its best response is zero if and only
if the total offloaded data of the rest users is greater than its
threshold value, i.e., b−i ≥ bi. Otherwise, its best response
must be the root of the first order derivative of the expected
prospect-theoretic utility, thus ∂E(ui)

∂bi
= 0.

Each user i in order to compute its best response, first
receives the total amount of offloaded data of the rest users,
i.e., b−i and then determines if it is zero, i.e., whether b−i ≥ bi
holds true. The later is satisfied if and only if gi(b−i) ≤ 0.
If the user i finds that b−i < bi, then the best response b∗i
exists and is single-valued (Theorem 1). Specifically, due to
the existence of the unique root of ∂E(ui)

∂bi
= 0, and regarding
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FIGURE 3. Pure operation of the proposed framework.

that ∂
2E(ui)
∂b2i

< 0, thus ∂E(ui)
∂bi

is strictly decreasing with respect

to bi, then the unique root r∗i can be found via binary search
into [0, bth] with an approximation ε, such that ε → 0, and
finally the best response to be b∗i = min(Ii, r∗i ).
The complexity of the binary search is O(log2 bth) [47].

In each iteration, N users execute Algorithm 1 and given that
the rest operations involve arithmetical calculations and Ite
iterations are needed for convergence to the PNE, the com-
plexity of the distributed Algorithm 1 isO(N ∗ Ite∗ log2 bth).
It is noted that the iterations scale very well with respect to
the increasing number of users (see Section V-B).

Algorithm 1 Distributed Algorithm for Convergence to PNE
Input: Set of Users ℵ = {1, 2, . . . , i, . . . ,N }
Output: Vector at PNE b∗ = [b∗1, . . . , b

∗
i , . . . , b

∗
N ]

Ite = 0, bi = randi(0,min(bth, Ii)),∀i ∈ ℵ
while PNE not reached do
Ite = Ite+ 1
for i = 1 to N do

User i receives the vector b−i
if (gi(b−i) ≤ 0) then
b∗i = 0

else
r∗i = BinarySearch([0, bth], ε)
b∗i = min(Ii, r∗i )

end if
end for
Check convergence to PNE

end while

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we provide some numerical results illus-
trating the operation, features and benefits of the proposed
prospect-theoretic framework. In Section V-A, we focus
on the pure operational characteristics of our framework,
in terms of efficiently controlling the devices’ offloaded data.
A scalability analysis is provided in Section V-B, while
in Section V-C we study our framework’s operation under
heterogeneous devices. Finally, in Section V-D, a compara-
tive evaluation of our approach against alternative offloading
strategies is provided.

In our study, we consider a base station acting as a MEC
server with a coverage area of radius R0 = 50m and N = 50
devices. Device’s channel gain is modeled as gi = 1

dθi
, where

di is the distance of device i, i ∈ ℵ from theMEC server, and θ
is the distance loss exponent (e.g., θ = 2). The transmission’s
bandwidth is considered W = 5MHz. Each device transmits
with power Pi =

d2i
R20
Watt , which is proportional to its distance

from the MEC server. For each device we consider F li ∈
[0.1, 1] GHz and fi = 10−9 Joules

Cpu−Cycle ,∀i ∈ ℵ [48]. A face
recognition application is considered with Ii ∈ [1000, 2000]
KB and Ci ∈ [1000, 2000] Mega-Cycles [20], [21]. In the
following, unless otherwise explicitly stated, we assume
homogeneous users with parameters ai = 0.2 and ki = 5,
∀i ∈ ℵ. For the MEC server we consider that FMEC = 103

GHz and bth = 10% ×
∑50

i=1 Ii = 6.92 × 106 Bytes. The
proposed framework’s evaluation was conducted via model-
ing and simulation in the MATLAB 9.7 R2019b simulation
environment and executed in aMacBook Pro Laptop, 2.5GHz
Intel Core i7, with 16GB LPDDR3 available RAM.

A. PURE OPERATION OF THE ALGORITHM
Fig. 3a presents for three indicative users the optimal amount
of offloaded data to the MEC server, as a function of the iter-
ations required to converge to the PNE point. We observe that
for practical purposes less than twenty iterations are required
to reach the PNE, starting from randomly selected initial
values of offloaded data. Moreover, each device converges to
a different amount of offloaded data, as its decision-making
is based both on the MEC server’s congestion, and its char-
acteristics. Devices’ characteristics are better captured by the
factor λi∗Ii

di∗F li
, presented in Fig. 3b, which indicates that if a

device has either high computation capability (F li ) or long
distance (di) from the server, then it desires to offload a
lower amount of data to avoid the transmission’s overhead.
However, the more demanding is the device’s application
(i.e., increased value of λi ∗ Ii) the more the offloading action
is desired by the device, so as to reduce the local overhead by
executing part of its application at the server. Thus, the higher
is the factor λi∗Ii

di∗F li
, the more beneficial is for the device to

offload a larger amount of data to the MEC server.
Fig. 3c illustrates the average expected overhead and

prospect-theoretic (PT) utility as a function of the iterations,
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while the MEC server’s probability of failure is shown in
the contained sub-figure. The results reveal that initially the
expected average overhead and prospect-theoretic utility, are
decreasing and increasing respectively, while the probability
of failure also increases, as initially the MEC server is not
congested (low probability of failure) due to the initial ran-
dom feasible values of users’ offloaded data. Thus, the users
have high incentive to increase their offloaded data to reduce
their overhead and increase their expected prospect-theoretic
utility. As the time evolves, this trend leads to the MEC
server’s overloading (increased probability of failure) and the
offloading action becomes less beneficial. Therefore, after a
certain point the total offloading at the MEC server reduces
and its corresponding probability of failure also reduces,
while the users’ offloaded data converge to the PNE point,
i.e., b∗i ,∀i ∈ ℵ (Fig. 3a).

FIGURE 4. Scalability evaluation.

B. SCALABILITY EVALUATION
Fig. 4a illustrates the necessary time for convergence to PNE
(and as contained sub-figure the corresponding iterations),
as well as the total amount of offloaded data to the MEC
server, as the number of users increases. It is observed that our
prospect-theoretic framework scales very well with respect
to the increasing number of users, as for an almost ten-fold
increase in the number of users, the execution time increases
at a significantly lower rate, i.e., four-fold increase. Similar
observations follow with respect to the actual number of
iterations as well. Furthermore, Fig. 4b presents the average

expected overhead and prospect-theoretic utility at the PNE
with respect to the increasing number of users. As the compe-
tition for MEC server’s computing increases (i.e., increased
number of users), the MEC server becomes more congested,
and this results to a higher probability of failure, as it is
depicted by the contained sub-figure. In this case, the offload-
ing action for each user becomes less beneficial, and thus each
user offloads reduced amount of data while executing a bigger
portion of its task locally.

C. HETEROGENEOUS DEVICES - LOSS AVERSION
In this section, the impact of the users’ heterogeneous loss
aversion prospect-theoretic behavior on the the achievable
performance is studied. Specifically, the results presented
in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b compare a scenario of homoge-
neous users (i.e., same loss aversion parameter km for all
users) against a heterogeneous scenario, where each user i,
i ∈ ℵ, is associated with a different personalized loss aver-
sion index ki. For a fair comparison, for all the users of the
homogeneous group the considered loss aversion parameter
km is equal to the average loss aversion parameter value of
all the members of the heterogeneous group. That is, km =∑N

i=1 ki
N . The results reveal that the heterogeneous environ-

ment lead to higher congestion levels of the MEC server,
as both the total amount of offloaded data and the MEC
server’s probability of failure, reach higher values (Fig. 5a),
when compared to the corresponding ones of the homoge-
neous scenario. Furthermore, it is observed that the expected
prospect-theoretic utility (Eq. 13) is decreasing with respect
to the total amount of offloaded data bT , and as expected
the case of the heterogeneous users achieves lower average
expected prospect-theoretic utility (Fig. 5b), due to the higher
congestion levels of the MEC server. Furthermore, from
Fig. 5b we note that the heterogeneous users, by offloading
greater amount of their tasks to the MEC server, experience
lower average expected overhead.

D. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Considering the basic setting of homogeneous devices,
a comparative study of the proposed optimal approach and
solution demonstrates its superiority and benefits over alter-
native strategies. The comparative evaluation is performed
with respect to the following metrics: achievable average
expected overhead, MEC server’s probability of failure, and
total amount of offloaded data. Specifically, we compare
our approach, which assumes prospect-theoretic users (PT),
to three different approaches, that assume the following users’
behaviors: (a) overhead minimizers (OM) users, who self-
ishly select their offloaded data in order to minimize their
expected overhead, (b) only offloading (OO) users, who are
totally risk seeking and offload their whole task to the MEC
server, and (c) only local (OL) computing users, who are
risk averse and keep the task execution locally, in order to
obtain the ‘‘safe’’ and guaranteed performance provided by
their own devices.
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FIGURE 5. Heterogeneous users - loss aversion impact study.

TABLE 2. Comparative evaluation.

Table 2 summarizes the corresponding results. Based on
the fourth column of Table 2, we confirm that the OL users
(last row) do not offload any data to the MEC server as
expected, the OO users offload all of their data, the OM
users offload a significant (but not the whole) amount of their
data aiming at minimizing their overahed, while the PT users
consider the server’s probability of failure and accordingly
offload a moderate amount of data. Specifically, when we
consider totally risk seeking (OO) or risk averse (OL) users,
they experience the worst overhead, as either they lead the
MEC server to failure with probability 1 (case of OO users),
or they do not exploit its high computation capability by
not offloading any part of their task (case of OL users),
respectively. Also, the overhead of the OO users is greater
than the one of the OL users, as the first ones have an extra
overhead owing to their transmissions. On the other hand,
with respect to the case of the OM users, even though lower
overhead is achieved compared to the previous cases since
the users inherently aim at neutral overhead minimization,
the selfish users’ behavior does not consider theMEC server’s

failure probability, and eventually leads the MEC server to
overloaded status and high probability of failure. Finally,
the PT users achieve the lowest average expected overhead
compared to all the other approaches, while at the same time
MEC server’s probability of failure remains at significant
lower values.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
In this paper, a device-centric risk-based distributed
approach was proposed to determine the users’ IoT devices’
computation offloading volume in a wireless MEC envi-
ronment, taking into consideration the loss averse and gain
seeking behavior of the users in accordance with the proper-
ties of Prospect Theory. The proposed model and approach,
is enabled by and enables cognition, and comes in contrast to
the majority of existing methods in the literature, that adopt
the expected utility maximization theory, where the users
are assumed as risk-neutral. In our setting the MEC server
acts as a common pool of resources with uncertain payoff
returned to the devices, due to its shared nature and the cor-
responding interdependence among the users’ devices, while
the choice of computation executed at the local IoT device
was assumed to be a safe computation option. Exploiting
the local IoT device computing and total offloading over-
head, while taking into account each user’s cognitive biases
and behavior, the optimal amount of each user’s offloaded
data to the MEC server was obtained as the outcome of a
non-cooperative game among the users. The existence and
uniqueness of a PNE point was shown, and an algorithm
that converges to the optimal values of offloaded data for
each user in a distributed manner, was designed. Detailed
numerical results were obtained via modeling and simulation,
that demonstrated the operation features and superiority of
the proposed cognitive-enabled framework, under both cases
of homogeneous and heterogeneous users.

It should be noted that in our current work we have
assumed the existence of a single MEC server for potential
offloading. Part of our current and future work, focuses on the
adoption and extension of the above approach in an environ-
ment where multipleMEC servers co-exist acting as potential
common pool of resources, and treat the problem of both
horizontal and vertical offloading scaling and performance in
this environment, while still capturing user risk perceptions.

Furthermore, it is noted that given the inherent uncertainty
in the communication and computing environment under
consideration, an open issue becoming of high practical and
research importance, is the investigation of how different
forms of the considered MEC server probability of failure
function, can capture different operational factors and char-
acteristics of the server and its usage (e.g., server’s robustness
to failure, reliability, various non-linear server’s behaviors to
traffic loads, soft vs. hard failures etc.).

Finally, it is noted that in the emerging era of Internet
of Things and Tactile Internet, the requirements for ultra
low-latency and energy efficiency, are becoming critical and
challenging issues for several applications. In our work the
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latency and energy issues have been directly considered
as part of the corresponding overheads computed for both
offloading and local computing, while they are essentially
treated through the optimization of these overheads. How-
ever, an interesting extension of our modeling, could be to
further consider hard latency and energy constraints for some
applications as part of the overall optimization approach.
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